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Understanding chemical bonding and reactivity has been

the principal goal of theoretical chemistry since the inception

of quantum mechanics, nearly one century ago. Roald

Hoffmann, our mentor and inspiration, has done more than

anyone to understand the factors controlling reactivity on the

basis of molecular orbitals. Our groups have independently

developed a model: called the distortion/interaction model or

the activation strain model by the two groups. This Review

introduces the model and describes its applications in many

areas of chemistry.

1. Reactivity Models and Computational Modeling

Since the pioneering studies by Eyring and Polanyi, many

theoretical models of reactivity have been developed. The

most prominent models in organic chemistry include the

frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory,[1, 2] Marcus theory,[3]

and the curve-crossing model in valence bond (VB) theory.[4]

The frontier molecular orbital theory of Fukui et al.[5a] and the

Woodward–Hoffmann theory spread quantum mechanical

models to a wide range of organic experimentalists, who

previously had relied on very useful empirical models.

In the model that is perhaps most clearly related to ours—

Marcus theory—activation barriers are expressed in terms of

the intrinsic reactivity of a thermoneutral reference reaction

system and the influence of the thermodynamics of the

reaction [see Eq. (1)].[3] This model has been enormously

successful, but the model does not answer the question of why

a particular thermoneutral reference system has the intrinsic

reactivity or barrier height it has. This intrinsic barrier is

described in terms of reorganization energy in solution upon

vertical electron transfer, but Marcus theory has been applied

more generally.

AþB ! ½TS*A ! C E½TS*A ¼ Eintrinsic þ cErxn ð1Þ

In the VB curve-crossing model, trends in barrier height

are described in terms of the relative energies of, and

resonance between, the reactant and product states, again in

the overall reaction system, either on the side of the reactants

[A,B] or the product [C; see Eq. (1)].[4] The VB curve-

crossing model traces the energy of the reactant and product

states, as well as the resonance between them, directly to the

electronic structure. This has the advantage that the model

can answer questions, such as why states are close or far apart

in energy (i.e. why there is a low or a high energy barrier) and

in which situation substantial resonance stabilization of the

transition state (TS) can be expected. The VB curve-crossing

model differs from our model in that it approaches reactivity

from the overall reaction system (in the reactant, TS, and

product state), but it is very closely related in spirit. In

particular, it aims at establishing a causal relationship

between the electronic structure of the reacting species and

the height of the reaction barrier. The VB curve-crossing

model has developed into a major player in reactivity theory,

with numerous applications in organic, organometallic, and

inorganic chemistry.[4d–k] Shaik, Schwarz, and co-workers,[4i–k]
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The activation strain or distortion/interaction model is a tool to

analyze activation barriers that determine reaction rates. For bimo-

lecular reactions, the activation energies are the sum of the energies to

distort the reactants into geometries they have in transition states plus

the interaction energies between the two distorted molecules. The

energy required to distort the molecules is called the activation strain

or distortion energy. This energy is the principal contributor to the

activation barrier. The transition state occurs when this activation

strain is overcome by the stabilizing interaction energy. Following the

changes in these energies along the reaction coordinate gives insights

into the factors controlling reactivity. This model has been applied to

reactions of all types in both organic and inorganic chemistry,

including substitutions and eliminations, cycloadditions, and several

types of organometallic reactions.
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for example, elegantly showed how the VB curve-crossing

model can go hand-in-hand with our model to explain the

occurrence of, and trend in, activation strain and TS

interaction terms of hydrogen atom transfer reactions.

We have developed a different approach, one that

expresses and explains chemical reactivity in terms of the

reactants and their energies of distortion and changes in the

electronic energy required to achieve the transition state.[6,7]

Hoffmann, as well as Fukui and co-workers before him,[5]

used frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory to approximate

the interaction between molecules, but usually neglected the

distortion that also occurs upon reaction.

Our model constitutes a significant extension of the

original FMOmodel and the role played therein by symmetry

and orbital interactions.[6, 7] Our model, unlike FMO theory,

also covers all the chemical reactions that escape the

symmetry principles.[8] There are many symmetry-allowed

reactions that do not proceed readily. The vast majority of

conceivable chemical reactions are symmetry-allowed, and

yet only some of them are viable. The reason for such

discrepancies between the original FMO model and experi-

ment is not due to deviations in the actual reaction

mechanism from the assumed synchronous, highly symmetric

pathways. In fact, asynchronous modes of transformation are

generally more stable than enforced symmetric paths.[9]

Furthermore, such discrepancies are in most cases not

caused by subtle features in the bonding mechanism that

become apparent only if one uses more quantitative computa-

tional methods.[10]

There is another important factor that is missing all

together: distortion energies, namely, the energy penalty

associated with the deformations of the reactants as the

reaction progresses. The relative energy of a bimolecular TS

of A and B, for example, is not only determined by how the

reactants A and B mutually interact, but also by how

energetically strained the deformed reactants A* and B*

are [see Eq. (2)]. Just as the capability to mutually interact

depends on the shapes and electronic structures of the

reactants, so do the distortions that build up during the

reaction. Note that a consistent description can be achieved of

the TS and the reaction barrier, as well as of the entire

reaction profile from the initial stage of the reaction to the

product, in which the reactants are heavily distorted com-

pared to their original structure [see A** and B** in Eq. (2)].

AþB ! ½A*-B*A* ! ½A**-B**A ð2Þ

Our model of chemical reactivity reveals the physical

factors that control the height of the activation barriers and

reactivity trends upon changing the structure and substituents

of the reactants. In this Review, we provide a detailed

description of our model, its concepts, and quantities, as well

as instructions on how to compute them. Thereafter, the

concepts are brought to life in a variety of applications

throughout organic and inorganic chemistry.

2. The Activation Strain-Distortion/Interaction
Model

The activation strain model[6] or distortion/interaction

model[7] is a systematic development of an energy decom-

position, which was already used for stable molecules in

a quantitative analysis scheme by Morokuma as well as

Ziegler and Rauk.[11] Equilibrium structures, transition states

(TS), and nonstationary points along a reaction coordinate

can be analyzed. In our model, the potential energy surface

DE(z) is decomposed into two contributions along the

reaction coordinate z : the reaction strain or distortion

energy DEstrain(z), which is associated with the structural

distortion that the reactants undergo during the reaction, plus

the interaction DEint(z) between these increasingly distorted

reactants [see Eq. (3) and Figure 1]:

DEðzÞ ¼ DEstrainðzÞ þ DEintðzÞ ð3Þ

The reaction strain DEstrain(z) is determined by the rigidity

of the reactants, for example, the strength of bonds that must

break or the flexibility of bond angles that get deformed.

However, the reaction strain also depends on the type of

reaction mechanism. This determines how many bonds are

breaking and to what extent groups must reorganize. For

example, as we will see later on, nucleophilic displacement

goes naturally with less distortion than does the competing E2

elimination. Therefore, the extent of distortion and thus the

strain energy are characteristic for the reaction pathway

under consideration. In general, DEstrain(z) is positive, that is,

destabilizing, and thus a factor that gives rise to the activation

barrier. This term can be further partitioned into the
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individual contributions (red 1 and 2 in Figure 1) stemming

from each of the reactants involved in the process.

The interaction energy DEint(z) between the reactants

depends on their electronic structure and on how they are

mutually oriented as they approach each other. Thus, the

latter term is related to the bonding capabilities and mutual

interaction between the increasingly deformed reactants

along the same pathway. The bonding mechanism behind

the interaction DEint(z) can be further analyzed in the

conceptual framework provided by the Kohn–Sham molec-

ular orbital model using the so-called energy decomposition

analysis (EDA).[10, 11] The EDA quantifies the electrostatic

attraction, Pauli-repulsive orbital interactions between same-

spin electrons, and stabilizing orbital interactions, such as, the

HOMO–LUMO interactions, which are the basis of FukuiQs

frontier molecular orbital theory. Note that the EDA is exact

in the sense that it does not introduce any further approx-

imation to the computations (e.g. ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P):[10] its

components together exactly yield the interaction energy

computed at the quantum chemical level of theory used in the

computations, both for weak and strong chemical bonds.[10] In

most cases, DEint(z) is negative, that is, stabilizing and,

therefore, a factor that counteracts the strain term DEstrain(z)

and causes the eventual height of the reaction barrier to

become lower than if strain were the only factor. There are

exceptions to this rule, such as in some cycloadditions which

feature positive, repulsive, interaction terms in early stages of

the reaction.

It is the interplay between DEstrain(z) and DEint(z) that

determines where the barrier arises. The reaction profile

reaches its maximum in the TS according to Equation (4).

dDEstrainðzÞ=dz ¼ @dDEintðzÞ=dz ð4Þ

The reaction coordinate z is usually obtained as the

intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) from a steepest-descent

calculation.[12] This reaction coordinate may then be projected

onto a critical geometrical parameter,[13] such as the C@X

bond that is broken in an oxidative addition reaction

(Figure 1). The critical geometry parameter z is always

defined at the x-axis of the diagram showing DE(z),

DEstrain(z), and DEint(z) as a function of the progress of the

reaction z, the so-called activation strain diagram (ASD).

According to our model, the activation energy of a reac-

tion DE*=DE(zTS) consists of the activation strain (or

distortion energy) and the TS interaction (Figure 1). The

distortion energy, or activation strain, is defined as the energy

required to distort the reactants from their equilibrium

geometries to the geometries in the TS. The interaction

energy involves interaction between the deformed reactants

at the TS: DE*int ¼ DEint zTS
E C

. This give Equation (5).

DE* ¼ DE*strain þ DE
*

int ð5Þ

The values of DE*strain and DE*int at the TS must be

interpreted with great care. This is because the optimized TS

structure is the result of a balance between the distortion or

strain energy DEstrain(z) and the interaction energy DEint(z).

This highlights the importance of taking into account the

behavior of the two components along the reaction coordi-

nate, especially their slopes. A single-point analysis at the TS,

only, can yield misleading values! Analyses along the entire

reaction coordinate are the best way to reveal the true origin

of the activation energy.

This is illustrated by the bimolecular nucleophilic sub-

stitution (SN2) reactions. Figure 2 shows idealized activation

strain diagrams (ASD) for archetypal gas-phase SN2 reactions.

For numerical examples in real systems, we refer to the

diagrams of SN2 reactions of halides with methyl halides

computed with ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P.[14] The black curves in

Figures 2a and 2b represent the ASD of a reference system

featuring a moderate nucleophile X@ and a moderate leaving

group Y. The green curves in Figure 2a show that a better

nucleophile lowers the SN2 barrier by enhancing the stabiliz-

ing interaction at any point along the reaction coordinate.

This originates from a stronger gas-phase Lewis basicity of the

better nucleophile. On the other hand, the red curves in

Figure 2b show that a poorer leaving group raises the SN2

barrier because of a more destabilizing strain curve. Length-

ening a stronger C@Y bond carries a higher energy penalty.

This is gratifyingly in line with an early VB curve-crossing

analysis of SN2 reactions by Mitchel, Schlegel, Shaik, and

Wolfe.[4d]

Note that a single-point analysis at the respective

transition states may erroneously suggest that the lower SN2

barrier in the case of a better nucleophile is caused by a lower

strain associated with distortion of the substrate (Figure 2a).

Inspection of the full ASD, however, clearly shows that at any

point along the reaction coordinate z, the reaction strain is the

same for both reactions. In both reactions, it stems from

elongating and breaking the same C@Y bond in the same

methyl halide substrate. As already mentioned above, it is the

more stabilizing interaction curve DEint(z) that causes the

lower-energy reaction profile DE(z) and the lower barrier in

the case of the better nucleophile. The reason why the single-

Figure 1. The activation-strain model exemplified using a metal-medi-

ated C@X bond activation: DE*¼ DE*strain[reactant 1]+ DE
*

strain[reac-

tant 2]+DE*int.
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point analyses suggest the opposite picture is that the weaker

interaction in the case of the poor nucleophile shifts the TS

for the SN2 reaction to a later stage along the reaction path.

This is because the weaker interaction curve is also shallower.

Thus, according to Equation (4), the interaction curve

DEint(z) achieves balance with the unmodified strain curve

at a later stage, at whichDEstrain(z) levels off and also becomes

more shallow.

Our model also reveals the physical mechanism behind

the linear free energy relationships between activation

energies and reaction energies,[15] as well as the origins of

the Hammond postulate.[16] A less-stabilizing interaction

curve both raises the reaction barrier and makes the reaction

more endothermic. However, as pointed out above, a less-

stabilizing interaction curve also shifts the TS to the right, that

is, to a more product-like stage of the reaction. In other words,

the Hammond postulate is a really well-understood principle.

Deviations from the Hammond postulate can also be under-

stood. They are the result of irregular patterns that may arise

in the shape of the strain or interaction curves as a result of

particular steric or electronic conditions.

3. Protocol for a Reactivity Analysis

Before turning to the applications, we describe how the

analysis is carried out in practice. The procedure consists of

the following three steps:

First, one has to find the relevant stationary points

(reactants, TS, products) and the intrinsic reaction coordinate

(IRC) associated with the elementary reaction step of

interest. This can be either from the

reactants via the TS to products. Or,

if they exist, the IRC runs from

a weakly bound reactant complex

via the TS to the products or, again,

a weakly bound product complex.

Note that, in the latter case, the

reaction profile starts at a point at

which the total energy DE(z) is

already slightly below that of the

original reactants, and the distortion

(or strain) curve DEstrain(z) and the

interaction curve DEint(z) have

already slightly positive and negative

values, respectively. At that point,

the reaction may already have also

made a modest start in proceeding

along its critical geometry parame-

ters, such as, bond breaking. A case in

point is the activation strain diagram

(ASD) for the SN2 reactions in

Figure 2.

Second, a physically meaningful

projection of the IRC should be

done.[13] Here, there is some freedom

of choice, and often this is not so

much a choice between right or

wrong but between useful and not

so useful. The IRC is a complex combination of geometry

parameters, which complicates its interpretation. The move-

ment of floppy groups that are not critically related to the

geometry parameters that characterize the reaction, that is,

the actual bond breaking and making, can still have signifi-

cant, and thus disturbing, effects on the value and rate of

change of the IRC. To have well-defined initial and final

values and to ensure a consistent comparison along a series of

analogous reactions, it is therefore useful, if not crucial, to

project the IRC on such a critical geometry parameter. Thus,

energies and energy components at the various points along

the IRC, for example, DE(z), DEstrain(z), and DEint(z), are

then plotted as a function of the value that the critical

geometry parameter z adopts at each of the IRC points. A

concrete example is metal-mediated C@X bond activation

through oxidative addition: here an excellent choice is to

project the IRC onto the stretch of the C@X bond relative to

its equilibrium bond distance in the isolated substrate.[13]

Third, and finally, the evaluation of the reaction strain

DEstrain(z) and interaction DEint(z) is simply achieved by two

extra single-point computations per IRC step, namely, one for

each of the two individual reactants in the geometry they

adopt at that IRC point.

4. Applications in Chemistry

4.1. E2 and SN2 Reactions

Bimolecular base-induced elimination [E2, Eq. (6a)] and

nucleophilic substitution [SN2, Eq. (6b)] are two archetypal

Figure 2. Activation strain or distortion/interaction diagram for SN2 reactions, showing the position

of transition states (filled dots) and inflection points of the reaction-strain and interaction curves

(blue circles). In (a) and (b), the black curves denote the same reference reaction system with

a moderate nucleophile X@ and a moderate leaving group Y. In (a), the green curves show the effect

of using a better nucleophile but keeping the moderate leaving group. In (b), the red curves show

the effect of using a poorer leaving group Y but keeping the moderate nucleophile.
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organic reactions that are standard tools in organic synthe-

sis.[8a]

X@ þH@CbH2@CaH2@Y ! XHþ CbH2¼CaH2 þY@ ð6aÞ

X@ þH@CbH2@CaH2@Y ! H@CbH2@CaH2@XþY@ ð6bÞ

In a reaction system consisting of a base X@ and a substrate

containing a leaving group Y and a b-proton, E2 elimination

always competes with SN2 substitution. To control the out-

come of a reaction, one reaction must become faster relative

to the other. This can be achieved by either accelerating one

more or by decelerating it less than the other. In the following,

we illustrate this with a generic example for E2 and SN2

reactions, in which all the essential insights from a series of

modern DFT studies have been combined.[6a,14, 17, 18] We have

verified that E2 versus SN2 trends found at BP86/TZ2P//Xa/

DZP, used in Refs. [18a,b], are recovered at the state-of-the-

art ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P//ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P level of the-

ory.[18d]

SN2 reactions can be accelerated either by enhancing the

stabilizing interaction DEint(z) or by reducing the energy for

distortion to the transition state DEstrain(z). The key function

controlling DEint(z) is the orbital interaction between the

nucleophile (base) HOMO (e.g. the np AO of a halide) and

the substrate s*C@Y
LUMO.[14] Thus, by raising

in energy the HOMO of the

nucleophile (e.g. from X@
=

Cl@ to X@
=F@),[19] one can

reinforce the interaction

curve and accelerate the

SN2 reaction (Figure 2a:

from the black to the green

curves). In other words,

a stronger Lewis base is

a better nucleophile. The

SN2 reaction can also be

accelerated if one uses

a leaving group Y that

yields a weaker C@Y bond

in the substrate (e.g. from

C@F to C@Cl),[20] because

this translates into less reac-

tion strain (distortion

energy; Figure 2b: from the

red to the black curves).

There are countless other

ways in which reaction

strain and interaction in SN2

reactions can be tuned.[17]

With a substrate bearing

both a Y leaving group at Ca

and a proton at Cb [Eq. (6)],

there is the possibility for

competition between proto-

philic attack at Hb, leading

to E2 elimination [Eq. (6a)],

and nucleophilic attack at

Ca, leading to the SN2 substitution [Eq. (6b)]. The two

pathways have very different and characteristic values of

distortion energy (activation strain), as shown in Figure 3a.

Here, we focus the analysis on the TS of four reactions: the E2

and the SN2 reactions of a strong and of a weak base X@ with

identical substrates CH3CH2Y.
[18]

E2 elimination has a higher degree of distortion because

two bonds are broken (Ca@Y and Cb@H). It is, therefore,

associated with a relatively high activation strain, no matter

which base X@ is used (Figure 3a). SN2 substitution, on the

other hand, is characterized by less distortion and a lower

activation strain because only one bond is broken (Ca@Y). At

the same time, the different degrees of distortion for the E2

and SN2 pathways also have a major effect on the electronic

structure of the substrate along the reaction and, in particular,

the transition state. The substrate LUMO has s* antibonding

character with regards to the Ca@Y and Cb@H bonds (Fig-

ure 3b).[18] Consequently, the SN2 distortion reduces the

antibonding overlap for Ca@Y and thus lowers the energy of

the LUMO (Figure 3c). Note, however, that E2 distortion

lowers the substrate LUMO even more, because the anti-

bonding overlap of both Ca@Y and Cb@H are reduced

(Figure 3d). This implies a smaller HOMO–LUMO gap

with any base or nucleophile and, thus, that the TS interaction

between the base and substrate is significantly more stabiliz-

Figure 3. a) Schematic activation strain diagram for the four transition states (TS) of the E2 and SN2

reactions of a weak and a strong base X@ (i.e. low- and high-energy HOMO) with identical substrates

CH3CH2Y, showing for each TS the base–substrate HOMO–LUMO gap. b) The substrate LUMO is Ca@Y and

antibonding Cb@H. c) SN2 distortion reduces the antibonding Ca@Y overlap and thus lowers the LUMO

energy. d) E2 distortion lowers the substrate LUMO even more because both Ca@Y and Cb@H antibonding

overlap are reduced.
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ing in the E2 than in the SN2 transition state. In other words,

the E2 distorted substrate is a stronger Lewis acid than the

SN2 distorted one.

These insights rationalize many experimental observa-

tions[8a,21] and they provide design principles. Thus, if X@ is

a strong Lewis base, that is, has a high-energy HOMO, it can

compensate for the high E2 activation strain because the

smaller HOMO–LUMO gap generates a more stabilizing

base–substrate interaction that lowers the energy of the E2

transition state below that of the SN2 reaction. However, if X@

is a weak Lewis base, that is, if it has a low-energy HOMO, it

can no longer compensate for the high E2 activation strain,

despite the fact that the TS interaction is still stronger for the

E2 than the SN2 transition state. The reason is that, at some

point, when the HOMO–LUMO gap grows too large, the TS

interaction becomes too weak to change the trend that is set

by the activation strain, which is in favor of the less-distorted

SN2 pathway.

Thus, we explain why strong bases react through proto-

philic attack, whereas weak bases behave as nucleophiles and

react through nucleophilic attack: the smaller HOMO–

LUMO gap generates a more stabilizing base–substrate

interaction that lowers the energy of the E2 transition state

below that of the SN2 reaction. The same mechanism also

explains why (stronger) solvation causes a shift from proto-

philic to nucleophilic reactivity: solvation makes X@ a weaker

base, primarily by stabilizing its HOMO.[18b] This is why the

same, or similar, reactants more frequently show E2 reactivity

in the gas phase while in solution they have an enhanced

inclination to react through SN2 substitution.

4.2. Nucleophilic Additions to Alkenes and Alkynes

Some years ago, we explained the greater reactivity of

electron-deficient alkynes compared to alkenes in nucleo-

philic reactions. Whereas frontier MO energies of alkenes and

alkynes would indicate greater reactivities of alkenes because

of the lower LUMO energies of alkenes, the alkyne is actually

more reactive. It is the easy distortion of the alkyne and the

narrowing of the HOMO–LUMO gap that makes the alkyne

more reactive towards

nucleophiles. In the transi-

tion states, acetylene has

a lower energy LUMO.[22a]

Around the same time, we

described the role of dis-

tortion on the addition of

both benzynes and radicals

to alkenes.[22b,c] The first

application of this model

to explain the stereoselec-

tivity of additions to car-

bonyl compounds was

reported soon thereaf-

ter.[22d]

4.3. Diels–Alder Cycloadditions: Strain-Promoted versus

Distortion-Accelerated reactions

The distortion/interaction model has been especially

fruitful for explaining cycloaddition reactivity. We showed

how the Diels–Alder cycloaddition reactivity of a large

variety of aromatic hydrocarbons and heterocycles with

ethylene and the reactions of those same hydrocarbons with

H2 both correlate very closely with the distortion energies of

the reaction.[23] Figure 4 shows the correlations with distortion

energies (a) and the energies of reaction (b).

The latter correlation is an example of an empirical

correlation going back to Dimroth, rationalized by Evans and

Polanyi and by Hammond, Jencks, and others,[15] and given

theoretical underpinning in Marcus theory.[24]

There are some cases where the activation energy

correlates with the reaction energies (the Evans–Polanyi

situation) and also correlate with distortion energies. This

occurs when the distortion energy of the transition state, or

activation strain, is just a fixed fraction of the distortion in the

products. This is not always the case. Recent applications of

the distortion/interaction model show excellent correlations

between the distortion energies of the transition states and

activation energies, but the energies of the reactions do not

correlate well with the activation energies.[25] In collaboration

with DanishefskyQs experimental group, our group (Paton

et al.[25a]) studied the Diels–Alder reactions of cyclopenta-

diene with cycloalkenones such as cyclohexenone, cyclo-

propenone, as well as the acyclic pent-3-ene-2-one. The

transition states for the reactions are shown in Figure 5.

We also studied the reactions of the corresponding

cycloalkenes with a variety of dienes.[25b] Figure 6 shows

a plot of the activation energies of the cycloadditions of

cycloalkenes and cycloalkenones with cyclopentadiene versus

their distortion energies.

The correlation results from the strain of the small rings,

but is not mainly a consequence of the resulting greater

exothermicity of the reaction. The distortion energies of the

transition states relate closely to the activation energies,[25]

and recent investigations by our groups have shown that this

correlation is the result of differences in the interaction

Figure 4. Correlation between the computed activation energies of Diels–Alder reactions of aromatic dienes

with maleic anhydride and the distortion energies (left) and energies of the reaction (right).
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energies, which shift the position of the transition state

considerably and cause distortion energies in the transition

state to vary, much in the fashion discussed for SN2 reactions

in Figure 2.[14] Levandowski and Houk have extended this

work to a study of substituted cyclopropenes.[26]

Other applications of the distortion/interaction analysis to

azide cycloadditions with norbornenes[27] and an interesting

carbonyl-olefin metathesis reaction discovered by Lambert

and co-workers[28] have shown the general applicability of the

distortion/interaction model to cycloadditions.

Both of our groups have shown how curved arenes have

enhanced reactivities compared to planar polybenzenoid

arenes in cycloadditions to fullerenes.[29] With the groups of

Fernandez and Sol/, we studied the reactivity of fullerenes in

various reaction mechanisms by using the activation strain

model.[29a] In that way, the origin of the experimentally known

regioselectivity for [6,6] over [5,6] bonds in Diels–Alder

cycloaddition reactions of C60 with cyclopentadiene, for

example, could be traced to the more stabilizing interaction

between the reactants along the entire reaction coordinate of

the [6,6] pathway. This is a direct consequence of the fact that

the three degenerate LUMOs of C60 have the appropriate

p*C@C character on their [6,6] but not their [5,6] bonds. We

studied Diels–Alder reactions of butadiene, and three 1,3-

dipolar cycloadditions to polyacenes, carbon nanotubes, and

fullerenes.[29g] The activation energies were correlated with

the distortion energies for planar, curved, and spherical

benzenoid hydrocarbons.

4.4. Dehydro-Diels–Alder Reactions

There has been renewed interest in so-called “dehydro”

cycloadditions because of recent reports by Hoye et al. on

synthetic applications.[30] The reaction, originally predicted

theoretically and established experimentally by Johnson and

co-workers,[31] has now been explored by density functional

theory by the goups of Hoye and Houk.[32] Our results showed

the relationship between the unsaturation of the reactants, the

distortion energies, and the activation energies for these

reactions. Figure 7 shows the reactions studied and the

concerted and stepwise pathways of these reactions.

Table 1 shows how the distortion energies of the con-

certed transition states increase with increasing unsaturation.

Table 2 shows the nearly constant distortion energies of the

diradical transition states of the stepwise processes. This

causes the two mechanisms to be of similar energy for the

HDDA reaction. With further substitution, the stepwise

mechanism becomes the most favorable.[32]

4.5. Cycloadditions in Bioorthogonal Chemistry

We have applied our model to explain many bioorthog-

onal cycloadditions and to predict pairs of cycloadditions that

are mutually orthogonal.[33,34] Strain-promoted alkyne–azide

cycloaddition (SPAAC) is a popular copper-free “click

reaction” that is used in various areas of chemistry, in

particular in bioorthogonal chemistry.[33] In a combined

experimental and theoretical investigation with the van Delft

group, we showed that the rate of fast SPAAC reactions

between electron-poor azides (Ar-N3) and bicyclononyne

(BCN) is dictated by an inverse electron demand (IED) FMO

interaction (see Scheme 1).[33]

Analysis of the activation strain reveals how the inter-

action in the TS becomes more stabilizing as electron-

withdrawing substituents (R) augment the electron-poor

Figure 5. Transition states of Diels–Alder reactions of cyclopentadiene

with enones. Computed at the M06-2X-6-31G(d) level. Energies in

kcalmol@1.[25a] .

Figure 6. Correlation between the activation energies and distortion

energies for Diels–Alder reactions of cyclopentadiene with cycloalkenes

(red) and cycloalkenones (blue). Both exo (small symbols) and endo

(large symbols) are included.
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character of the azide. This causes a lowering of the energy

barrier and a concomitant increase in the experimentally

observed reaction rate. The reason for this trend lies in an

inverse electron demand (IED) FMO interaction between the

p-bonding HOMO and HOMO@1 of BCN and the relatively

low energy LUMO of the azide.

A powerful principle that we discovered, and explained in

terms of the distortion/interaction model, is the use of

intrinsically reactive cycloaddends that are also sterically

crowded.[34] Steric hindrance often shows up as increased

distortion energy. Other cycloaddends may be intrinsically

less reactive, but be sterically

unhindered. A good example

is the high intrinsic electro-

philic reactivity of disubsti-

tuted tetrazines, as a result of

their low-lying p*-orbitals;

these compounds have rela-

tively high steric require-

ments because of the two

aryl substituents. By contrast,

azides are intrinsically less

reactive, but much less steri-

cally hindered. The experi-

mental results in Figure 8

illustrate these features.[34d]

Another example of this type has been applied to the

development of new bioorthogonal cycloaddends based on

cyclopropene.[34e] Sterically hindered 3,3-disubstituted cyclo-

propenes react with the highly reactive, but small, 1,3-diaryl

nitrileimines, but sterically hindered tetrazines do not react

with these cyclopropenes. Tetrazines, in contrast, react readily

with 1,3-disubstituted cyclopropenes.[34e] These principles

have been extended in collaboration with Devaraj in studies

on 1,3-disubstituted cyclopropenes, where general reactions

with tetrazines were demonstrated.[34f]

Computations involving the distortion/interaction model

aided experiments that led to new class of bioorthogonal

electron-deficient dienes, the 1,2,4-triazines. These are much

more stable than tetrazines in the cellular milieu, but able to

be incorporated into unnatural amino acids and then incor-

porated into proteins by reaction with trans-cyclooctenes.[34g]

4.6. Other pericyclic reactions

In a collaboration with the Fernandez group, we inves-

tigated the Alder-ene reaction, which proceeds via a six-

membered cyclic aromatic TS (Scheme 2).[35]

Figure 7. (U)M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p)-optimized transition states for concerted and stepwise parent Diels–

Alder reaction and dehydro analogues.

Table 1: Activation, distortion, interaction, and reaction energies (in

kcalmol@1) calculated with M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) for concerted

reactions.

Entry TS Eact Edist-4p Edist-2p Edist Eint Erxn

1 TS-1c 19.6 18.8 7.4 26.1 @6.5 @47.6

2 TS-2c 21.2 17.1 10.3 27.4 @6.2 @61.8

3 TS-3c 27.3 24.3 10.6 34.9 @7.6 @18.6

4 TS-4c 29.5 22.2 14.0 36.2 @6.7 @30.0

5 TS-5c 33.9 32.8 11.4 44.3 @10.4 @4.4

6 TS-6c 36.0 29.2 14.0 43.2 @7.2 @57.3

Table 2: Activation, distortion, and interaction energies (in kcalmol@1)

calculated with (U)M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) for stepwise reactions.

Entry TS Eact Edist-4p Edist-2p Edist Eint E(DR) E(TSs2)

1 TS-1s 35.4 12.6 12.2 24.9 10.5 28.5 32.1

2 TS-2s 35.4 10.9 16.5 27.4 8.0 27.0 29.1

3 TS-3s 34.5 13.5 11.2 24.7 9.8 27.8 32.9

4 TS-4s 35.0 11.9 15.1 27.0 8.0 25.0 28.3

5 TS-5s 34.2 14.8 11.0 25.8 8.4 29.5 37.8

6 TS-6s 35.2 13.0 14.6 27.5 7.7 25.7 30.8

Scheme 1. SPAAC reaction of aromatic azides with bicyclononyne

(BCN).

Figure 8. Examples of mutually orthogonal reactions. Reaction (a) is

fast for tetrazines, but not azides. Reaction (b) is fast with azides, but

not tetrazines.[34d] Reaction (c) is faster with tetrazines.
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The associated barrier to the reaction is caused by the

activation strain associated with deforming the reactants such

that they adopt a cyclic geometry that is suitable for aromatic

conjugation. The Alder-ene barrier decreases if atoms of the

third period become involved in the double bond of the

enophile. Our activation strain analyses show that this trend

in reactivity is related to the LUMOof the enophile becoming

less suitably shaped for overlapping with the C@H bond of the

hydrogen that is transferred from the ene to the enophile.

Consequently, along this series, C@H bond breaking of the

ene begins to lag behind the process of forming the new C@C

bond of the ene–enophile addend. This yields a lower

activation strain in the ene reactant and, thus, a lower overall

reaction barrier.[35]

4.7. Homogeneous Catalysis

Metal-mediated C@X bond activation plays a central role

in many homogeneous catalytic processes.[8] In several studies,

we investigated the physical factors behind the effect of

ligands in d10-ML2 complexes on their activity in C@H, C@C,

and C-halogen activation reactions that feature as the

selectivity-determining step in various cross-coupling mech-

anisms.[36–38] Here, we focus on our activation strain analyses

of the so-called bite-angle effect.[36a,b] Analyses of the

activation strain for other aspects of metal-mediated bond

activation can be found in Ref. [37]. The bite-angle effect is

a well-known quantity; the barrier for bond activation

through oxidative insertion of the metal center in the C@X

bond is lowered when the L-M-L angle in d10-ML2 is reduced.

For example, in the important class of palladium biphosphine

complexes, this can be achieved by introducing a molecular

scaffold, such as a polymethylene bridge, which tethers the

coordinating phosphine centers and pulls them together.[38]

By varying the length of this bridge, one can obtain catalysts

with different P-Pd-P bite angles that activate bonds with

higher or lower barriers. This is illustrated in Figure 9a, which

compares the reaction potential energy surface (PES) for the

C@H activation of methane through oxidative addition of

a bare Pd atom, the archetypal Pd(PH3)2 complex, and

a Pd[PH2(CH2)nPH2] chelate complex in which a short

bimethylene bridge (n= 2) reduces the P-Pd-P bite angle

from 18088 to 9888.[37a,b] As can be seen, introducing ligands

raises the barrier. On the other hand, reducing the bite angle

lowers the barrier.

Our activation strain analyses reveal that the higher

barrier upon introducing ligands is to an important extent,

although not exclusively, the result of a more destabilizing

strain curve (Figure 9b).[36a,b] This is associated with the need

to bend the ligands away upon coordination of the C@X bond

that is going to be activated. The lower reaction barriers for

complexes with smaller bite angles originate from a softer

strain term.[36a,b] The reason that a smaller bite angle goes

along with less strain is the reduced need to further bend the

phosphine ligands away upon the approach of the substrate.

This prevents the strain energy term from rising at the start of

the reaction, as found for Pd(PH3)2. The analyses clearly

reveal that this geometric effect is the reason for the lower

barriers, that is, the effect of the bite angle on the reaction

barriers results from steric effects. The stronger donation

from the destabilized metal dp orbital of the catalyst also

contributes a slightly more stabilizing catalyst–substrate

interaction, but plays only a minor role. Interestingly, the

catalyst strain can also be reduced, and the barrier thus

reduced, by choosing metal–ligand combinations in nonche-

lating d10-ML2 complexes that possess an intrinsic preference

to adopt nonlinear L-M-L geometries. This occurs in situa-

tions of strong p-backbonding[36c–e] and/or in the case of non-

isotropically bulky ligands that stick together through their

large surfaces by dispersion interactions.[36f]

Together with Merlic, we explained interesting changes in

the regioselectivities of cross-coupling reactions with differ-

ent ligands by using the distortion/interaction model.[39]

Figures 10 and 11 show two examples of regioselectivities

along with the distortion and interaction energies computed

for these reactions. Figure 10 shows an example of a distor-

tion-controlled reaction, while Figure 11 is an interaction-

controlled case.

Scheme 2. Alder-ene reaction (XY is, e.g., C2H4, C2H2, CH2NH, CH2O).

Figure 9. Reaction potential energy surfaces (a) and activation strain diagrams (b,c) of the oxidative insertion of Pd (black), Pd(PH3)2 (blue), and

Pd[PH2(CH2)2PH2] (red) into the C@H bond of methane. The dots indicate the position of the TS.
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The former occurs because of the greater

ease of cleaving the C@Cl bond in a more

crowded location, while the second example

involves the large LUMO coefficient at C-2 and

consequently larger interaction energy with the

Pd nucleophile. The reactivities of several iri-

dium-catalyzed Suzuki reactions were also

investigated and rationalized with the distor-

tion/interaction model.[40]

4.8. Organocatalysis

Two examples of the application of the

distortion/interaction-activation strain model

are given in this section that show how the

model can be used to explain stereoselectivities.

Frequently, transition states of stereoisomeric

transition states appear to have nearly identical

steric environments, even when they differ

significantly in energy. This is because distortion

often occurs to reduce steric, that is, van der

Waals, repulsions. A good example is in studies

on the stereoselectivities of oxetane ring-open-

ing reactions catalyzed by chiral phosphoric acids. Figure 12

shows the reaction that was studied. Here, the catalyst 2a

caused 1a (R’=Ph) to be opened to form 3a with 94% ee.[41]

The transition states leading to the major and

minor products are shown in Figure 13. An overlay

of the optimized catalyst and the two transition

states for the catalyzed reactions is shown on the

right-hand side. The disfavored transition state

shows substantial distortion from the relaxed

catalyst geometry, and this unfavorable distortion

in the transition state causes it to be disfavored. A

similar analysis has led to an understanding of the

stereoselectivity of the Nazarov cyclization with

TiusQs chiral thiourea catalysts.[42]

4.9. Reactivity and Regioselectivity of Aryne

Additions and Cycloadditions

The Garg group has shown that nucleophilic

additions to arynes, such as the indolynes shown in

Figure 10. Energies and distortion/interaction analysis of transition states (TS37

and TS38) of the [Pd(PH3)2]-mediated oxidative addition to the C@Cl bond of aryl

chloride 36. Energies are in kcalmol@1.

Figure 11. Energies and distortion/interaction analysis of the transition states of the

[Pd(PH3)2]-mediated oxidative addition to the C@Br bond of aryl bromide 39. Energies are in

kcalmol@1.

Figure 12. Stereoselective oxetene ring opening catalyzed by a chiral

phosphoric acid.

Figure 13. Transition states for oxetane ring-opening reactions. These are overlapped

on the catalyst structure on the right.
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Figure 14, occur with high regioselectivities in several cases.

The distortion/interaction-activation strain model proved to

be a reliable way to understand and predict the products of

these reactions. The study by Cheong and co-workers led to

the breakthrough in this area,[43a] and it demonstrated the

potential of this model to explain regioselectivities as well as

reactivities.

The internal angles computed for these indolynes

(Figure 15) show that they are distorted. Nucleophilic attack

at the more linear site (larger internal angle) is favored

because it requires a minimum change in the geometry and

energy in going from the indolynes to the TS geometry where

the carbon atom attacked by the nucleophile has an internal

angle of about 13588. Two of these transition states are shown

in Figure 15.

The computed distortion energies for TS56 and TS57 are

3.5 kcalmol@1 and 4.9 kcalmol@1, respectively. The relative

reactivities are controlled by these distortion energies. The

distortion/interaction-activation model also successfully pre-

dicted the regioselectivities observed experimentally for

other cases.[43a–f] The more linear side of the aryne is also

the favored site of nucleophilic attack experimentally. Larger

differences in the internal angles correlate with higher

degrees of regioselectivities.

Introducing the inductively withdrawing methoxy group

at C3 to generate 3-methoxybenzyne or 3-methoxycyclohex-

yne distorts the aryne or alkyne significantly (Figure 16).

BentQs rule[43g] states that the C3-methoxy group causes

rehybridization of C2. The more linear alkyne group at C1

of 3-alkoxycycloalkynes is, once again, the preferred site for

nucleophilic attack. Similar analyses have explained the

regioselectivity in nucleophilic additions to 3,4-pyridyne and

piperidynes.[43h]

5. Additional Aspects

5.1. Comparison to Marcus Theory

The Marcus theory of electron transfer relates the

activation energy of a reaction to the thermodynamic

parameters of the system.[24] The potential energy for

distortion of the system along a vibrational reaction coor-

dinate (Figure 17) is represented by two parabolas, one for

distortion of the reactants along the reaction coordinate and

the second for distortion of products along the reaction

coordinate. The reorganization energy l is defined as the

energy needed to distort the nuclear configuration of the

reactants into that of the products without allowing electron

transfer, or more generally, without relaxation of the elec-

tronic state.

By contrast, the distortion energy in our distortion/

interaction or activation strain model defines the energy to

distort the reactants into their geometries of the transition

Figure 14. Structures of indolynes.

Figure 15. B3LYP/6-31G(d)-optimized structures of 4,5-indolyne, 5,6-

indolyne, 6,7-indolyne, and the transition structures (TS56 and TS57)

for the addition of aniline to 4,5-indolyne.

Figure 16. Optimized structures of 3-methoxybenzyne and 3-methoxy-

cyclohexyne obtained using M06-2X/6-311+G(2d,p) and PCM(THF).

The sites of the nucleophilic attack are shown.

Figure 17. Energy terms involved in Marcus theory (left) in comparison

to the D/I model (right).
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states (Figure 17, right). The shape of a potential energy curve

for a reaction is roughly approximated by the overlap of the

two parabolas, as used in Marcus theory.

Although these two models are quite different, they both

reflect the fact that reactivity is determined by a combination

of thermodynamics (reflected in DGrxn and DErxn, which

influences the position of the transition state) and the

energies required to distort the reactants toward the product

geometry. The reorganization energy is the energy to distort

the reactant to the product without permitting relaxation of

the electronic state.

5.2. Role of Solvation

The effect of solvation can be accounted for in this model

in two ways. In the first case, one can compute the reaction

strain DEsol
strain zð Þ and the interaction DEsol

int zð Þ for the reactants

in their solvated state.[44] This yields the following variant of

Equation (3), in which DEsol(z) represents reaction energy

profile of the solution-phase reaction [Eq. (7)].

DEsol zð Þ ¼ DEsol
strain zð Þ þ DEsol

int zð Þ ð7Þ

In fact, this approach has been examined already in

Section 4.1 on E2 versus SN2 reactivity. Therein, it was

pointed out that solvation of the reaction system X@
+

CH3CH2Y stabilizes (the HOMO of) the base/nucleophile

X@ , as a consequence of which the interaction curve becomes

less stabilizing.[18b] This causes the reaction strain to become

more important in determining the overall trend in the energy

barrier, which is to the advantage of the less-distorted and

thus less-strained SN2 pathway (see Figure 3). Similar effects

also apply to other organic as well as organometallic reactions

such as metal-mediated bond activation by either direct

oxidative insertion or nucleophilic substitution.[44]

An interesting example can be found in our study on the

palladium-catalyzed C@X bond activation of halomethanes.[44]

This process can proceed through two stereochemically

different pathways (Scheme 3, top): i) direct oxidative inser-

tion (OxIn), which proceeds with retention of the config-

uration at C; and ii) SN2 substitution which proceeds with

inversion of the configuration at C. Anion assistance, which

we modeled by going from the model catalyst Pd to PdCl@ ,

and solvation, simulated using COSMO, affect the overall

reactivity and the selectivity between the OxIn and SN2

pathways (inversion of configuration). The SN2 pathway is

inherently connected with a higher extent of distortion of the

substrate in the TS, which leads to a higher activation strain

DE*strain and thus higher reaction barrier DE* than for the

OxIn reaction.

This situation can now be modulated through the TS

interaction DE*int.
[44] This favors the SN2 pathway because the

more deformed substrate is also a better partner in electro-

static and donor–acceptor orbital interactions. In other words,

whenever the TS interaction DE*int is small, the trend in

selectivity is determined more by the activation strain DE*strain,

and vice versa. Note how this competition between OxIn and

SN2 (Scheme 3) parallels that between E2 and SN2 (Figure 3).

The only difference is that the SN2 reaction is the more

distortive pathway, which is disfavored by the strain but

favored whenever interaction is strong, just like E2 in

Figure 3. OxIn on the other hand plays the role of the SN2

reaction in Figure 3. Thus, anion assistance, which increases

the bonding capabilities of the model catalyst, favors the SN2

pathway. On the other hand, solvation as well as anion

assistance diminishes the bonding capabilities of the model

catalyst and, therefore, favors the OxIn pathway again.

Alternatively, one can treat the solvent as a third agent

that interacts with the reaction system or solute.[45] Thus, the

energy profile of the solution phase DEsolution(z) has been

decomposed along the reaction coordinate into the energy of

the solute DEsolute(z), namely, the reaction system in a vacuum

but with its geometry in solution, plus the solvation energy

DEsolvation(z) [Eq. (8)]:

DEsolutionðzÞ ¼ DEsoluteðzÞ þDEsolvationðzÞ ð8Þ

This decomposition constitutes a novel variant of our

model, in which the DEstrain(z) and DEint(z) terms that make

up the intrinsic energy profile DEsolute(z) of the solute are

augmented by a solvation term DEsolvation(z) [Eq. (9)].
[45]

DEsolutionðzÞ ¼ DEstrainðzÞ þ DEintðzÞ þ DEsolvationðzÞ ð9Þ

Note that DEsolute(z) is often (but not necessarily) very

similar to the PES of the actual gas-phase reaction. The terms

DEstrain(z) and DEint(z) refer to the strain of, and mutual

interaction between, the solute reactant molecules, respec-

tively, in the geometry they have in solution, but in the

absence of the solution (Figure 18). Thus, reaction strain is

computed as the energy difference between the solute

reaction system and the solute reactants in a vacuum. The

solvation energy DEsolvation(z) accounts for both the interac-

tion of the solute with the solvent and the cavitation, that is,

the formation of a cavity in the solvent through the presence

of the solute.

This approach allows the usual analyses of the activation

strain of solute reactants augmented with the effect of solute–

solvent interactions. Analyses of SN2 substitutions at various

electrophilic centers (e.g. SN2@C, SN2@Si, and SN2@P) as well

as backside and frontside pathways of ion-pair SN2 reactions

show how solvation in most cases raises the reaction barriers

and marginalizes the role of the reactant and product
Scheme 3. Oxidative addition by direct oxidative insertion (OxIn) or by

nucleophilic substitution (SN2).
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complexes that are often so prominent in the gas phase.[45]

This is achieved by differential solvation, that is, a stronger

stabilization of the reactants and products than their respec-

tive complexes and especially the TS (Figure 18a).

5.3. Applications to Unimolecular Reactions

This model, although originally conceived for bimolecular

reactions, can also be applied to unimolecular reactions.[46,47]

A straightforward way of dealing with this situation is to

equate the activation energy and the activation strain because

there is no second reactant to interact with, that is: DE*=

DE*strain. A more insightful approach is to identify, if possible,

two fragments in the rearranging reactant that display a clear

relative movement with respect to each other. An example is

provided by type-I 1,2-dyotropic reactions, as shown in

Equation (10) (E=C and Si; X=H, CH3, SiH3, F to I).[46]

X@ER2@CR0
2@X* ! X*@ER2@CR0

2@X ð10Þ

As pointed out by Fernandez et al. ,[46a] this reaction can be

conceived as the interconversion between two (very strongly

bound!) reactant complexes of X2+ER2=CR’2. In fact, this

process strongly resembles a rotation of the [X- - -X] frag-

ment (or “reactant”) relative to the H2E=CH2 fragment (or

“reactant”), as shown schematically in A.

This approach turns out to provide detailed insight into

trends in activation energies by separating them into trends in

the rigidity of X2 and H2E=CH2 as well as C@

X bonding. The last term is directly deter-

mined by the electronic structure and bond-

ing capability of the migrating groups X. In

this picture, the energy barrier of the 1,2-

dyotropic reaction arises from the change in

strain of, and interaction between, X2 and

H2E=CH2 upon progressing from X@EH2@CH2@X

to the TS [Eq. (11)].

DE* ¼ DDE*strain þDDE
*

int ð11Þ

The picture that emerges from these analyses is

that reduced C@X bonding in the TS is the origin of

the reaction barrier. Consequently, trends in reac-

tivity on variation of X can be understood directly

in terms of the ease of distorting the C@X bond into

the TS geometry. For example, barriers decrease

systematically as the C@X bond becomes weaker

from C@F, C@Cl, C@Br, and C@I.[46a]

With Fernandez and Coss&o,[47] we have

explored and analyzed the trend in the reactivity

of the thermal cycloisomerization of 1,3-hexadien-

5-ynes, A=B@C=D@E/F. This reaction leads to the

formation of a bent allene intermediate with

relatively high activation barriers, followed by

a rapid 1,2-H shift to yield a six-membered

aromatic core. Activation strain analyses show

that the major factor controlling this Hopf cycliza-

tion is the geometrical strain energy associated with

the rotation of the terminal [A] group around its double bond.

This rotation is necessary for achieving a favorable HOMO–

LUMO overlap with the alkyne moiety [F] associated with

the formation of the new A@F single bond.

The distortion/interaction-activation strain model can also

be applied to intramolecular reactions with a fragmentation

scheme (Figure 19).[48] Here, we compute the distortion and

interaction energies of the reacting components, and then

separately compute the distortion energy of the tether that

holds the two fragments together. In Figure 19, the black solid

curve on the left represents the potential energy surface of an

intramolecular cycloaddition reaction. The reactive compo-

nents of the substrate are colored in blue, and the tether that

holds the reactive components together and makes this

reaction unimolecular is colored in orange. Operationally,

the reactive components in the ground-state structures are

separated, and hydrogen atoms are added to the atoms at

which covalent bonds have been broken (Figure 19, bottom

right). Single point energies are also calculated for the

Figure 18. Activation strain model for solution-phase reactions with solute–solvent

interactions: a) The vacuum PES of the solute reaction system DEsolute plus the

solvation interaction between the solute and solvent DEsolvation yield the solution-

phase PES DEsolution. b) The vacuum PES of the solubilized reaction system is

analyzed by decomposing into the strain and interaction.

Figure 19. Left: Energy diagram for an intramolecular reaction. Right:

distortion/interaction model for an intramolecular reaction with the

tether removed.
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interacting reactive components in the transition state

(Figure 19, middle right) and the separated reactive compo-

nents that maintain the geometries in the transition state

(Figure 19, top right). The sum of the total distortion (DE*d )

and interaction energy (DE*int) gives the apparent activation

energy DE*app. The difference between DE* and DE*app is the

distortion energy of the tether DE*d tether. This approach

assumes that the distortion of the tether and the distortion

of the reacting parts are additive. With this fragmentation

scheme, intramolecular reactions can be treated with the

distortion/interaction model.[48]

6. Conclusion

The various applications discussed here illustrate the

broad and general applicability of the transition-state-based

model to both unimolecular and bimolecular chemical

reactions. It builds on, and follows the same spirit as, Roald

HoffmannQs[1] qualitative perturbation models that explain so

much chemistry and his further developments and applica-

tions of orbital correlation diagrams that were previously

introduced by Walsh and others.[49] The concepts of reaction

strain and interaction are universally valid across all areas of

the molecular sciences. They constitute a unifying approach to

chemistry that highlights similarities and reveals common

physical mechanisms behind seemingly unrelated phenom-

ena.

Furthermore, our model is by definition exact, or as

accurate as the quantum chemical method that is used. The

model accounts for all factors (distortion, reaction strain, and

interaction) that are required to arrive at the total activation

energy. Therefore, it can be used to study major trends as well

as subtle effects; in the words ofWoodward and Hoffmann:[5d]

“Violations—There are none!”

This model is not only universal and accurate, but it

establishes a causal relationship between (observed or

computed) trends in reactivity and underlying physical factors

that are rooted in the molecular and electronic structures of

the reactants. Thus, the distortion or activation strain depends

on the rigidity of the reactants, on the strength of bonds that

are breaking, and also the character of a particular reaction

mechanism, that is, the extent to which the reactant structure

must distort along the reaction pathway. Likewise, the

interaction between the reactants depends on their shape

and their electronic structure (orbital or VB). This model is

a powerful aid for the rational design of chemical reactions.
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